F – Feature Sundays: 4 & 7 p.m.
except Thanksgiving weekend
D – Documentary Wednesdays: 7 p.m.
S – Special Presentation: 7 p.m.
wW – weird Wednesday: 7 p.m.
(all films subject to change without notice)
SEPTEMBER
Before Midnight (F) Sep 8: 4 & 7 p.m.
In Richard Linklater’s trilogy, Jesse and Celine meet in their twenties (Before
Sunrise, 1995), reunite in their thirties (Before Sunset, 2004) and now face the past,
present and future—family, romance and in Greece —“before midnight”
USA, 109 min, 14A
Ain’t in It for My Health: A Film About Levon Helm (D) Sep 11: 7 p.m.
Jacob Hatley's intimate portrait finds Mark “Levon” Helm home in Woodstock,
NY, creating his first studio album in 25 years. Shot over two-plus years, this
highly anticipated film focuses on this musician/actor, drummer and frequent lead/
backing vocalist for The Band, winner of four Grammys and Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame member. “...an affectionate tribute and a gift for fans…one of the most fully
rounded, unsentimental portraits of an artist you'll ever see on film.”
USA, 83 min, 14A
Jagten (The Hunt) (F) Sep 15: 4 & 7 p.m.
Mads Mikkelsen won the Best Actor Award (Cannes) for his portrayal of Lucas, a
former teacher who has been forced to start over after a tough divorce and job loss.
Just as his life is improving, an untruthful remark throws his small community into
a collective state of hysteria. As the lie spreads, Lucas is alone to fight for his life
and dignity in Thomas Vinterberg’s multi-award-winning drama.
Denmark, 115 min, Danish/English/Polish w/subtitles, NR
Much Ado About Nothing (F) Sep 22: 4 & 7 p.m.
Joss Whedon gives Shakespeare's classic comedy a contemporary spin. Shot in just
12 days using the original text, the story of sparring lovers Beatrice and Benedick
offers a dark, sexy and occasionally absurd view of the intricate game that is love.
USA, 109 min, 14A
Nostalgia de la luz (Nostalgia for the Light) (D) Sep 25: 7 p.m.
Chile’s Atacama Desert (rising 10,000 feet) is earth’s driest place. Atop its
mountains international astronomers gather for a translucent sky, exposing the
boundaries of the universe. The harsh heat also preserves human remains —from
Pre-Columbian to political prisoners "disappeared" with the 1973 military coup. As
astronomers examine the galaxies above, at the foot of the mountains women
search for their loved ones’ remains, reclaiming families’ histories. Melding
celestial and earthly quests Patricio Guzman offers a gorgeous, moving and deeply
personal odyssey.
FRA/DEU/ESP/CHL/USA, 90 min, Spanish/English w/subtitles, NR
Renoir (F) Sep 29: 4 & 7 p.m.
French Riviera (1915): A lush atmospheric drama of celebrated Impressionist
Pierre-Auguste Renoir, declining at age 74, and his middle son Jean (who became
the great filmmaker of Grand Illusion), home to convalesce from a WWI injury.
Enter young Andrée, full of life, radiantly beautiful, the final model and wellspring
of the elder Renoir’s rejuvenation. Young Jean also falls under her spell and soon
their home reverberates with familial intrigue.
France, 111 min, French/Italian w/subtitles, PG

OCTOBER
Still Mine (F) Oct 6: 4 & 7 p.m.
Laced with wry humour this heartfelt love story is based on a real New Brunswick
couple. Craig (James Cromwell) at 89 is wrapped in red tape when he sets out to
build a more suitable home on their land for his wife Irene (Geneviève Bujold),
whose memory is failing. With skill from his shipbuilder father, using wood milled
from his own trees, Craig runs up against an overzealous inspector. The Genie
award winner offers an unforced intimacy between Cromwell and Bujold that is
rare in characters of any age.
Canada, 102 min, PG
Dalpaengee eui byeo (Planet of Snail) (D) Oct 9: 7 p.m.
Poet Young-Chan is from the “Planet of Snail.” Deaf and blind inhabitants call
themselves “snails'”because they live a quiet, slow life, relying on tactile senses.
Frustrated with his isolation, he finds the bridge to a wider world when he meets
Soon-Ho, his wife and soul mate. But her spinal condition means that soon he must
learn to be on his own. “…simple, direct and magical,” the top prize winner at the
prestigious Amsterdam International Documentary Film Festival.
Japan/South Korea, 88 min, Korean w/subtitles, G
Frances Ha (F) Oct 13 & 14: 7 p.m. ONLY
Frances (Greta Gerwig) lives in the city but does not really have a flat. She is an
apprentice for a dance troop, but she is not really a dancer. She has a best friend,
Sophie, but they are not speaking. She throws herself headlong into her dreams,
even as they dwindle. Frances wants so much more, yet lives her life with
unaccountable joy and lightness. In a modern comic fable Noah Baumbach
explores New York, friendship, class, ambition, failure and redemption.
USA, 86 min, 14A
Hannah Arendt (F) Oct 20: 4 & 7 p.m.
This is a brilliant biopic about the influential German-Jewish philosopher and
political theorist Hannah Arendt (Barbara Sukowa) whose controversial reporting
on the 1961 trial of ex-Nazi Adolf Eichmann in The New Yorker introduced her
now-famous concept of the “Banality of Evil.” With footage from the trial woven
into a narrative spanning three countries, director Margarethe von Trotta turns the
often-invisible passion for thought into immersive, dramatic cinema.
DEU/LUX/FRA, 144 min, Ger/Fre/Eng/Heb/Lat w/subtitles, NR
The Adventures of Prince Achmed (S) Oct 23: 8 p.m. ($20/$12 students)
A unique event combining the oldest surviving animated feature film (Lotte
Reininger, 1926) with a new score, composed and performed live by Small World
Project, the award-winning Montréal-based trio of Sébastien Dufour, Patrick
Graham and Frédéric Samson. Using the silhouette animation technique she
invented, Reininger created an Arabian Nights’ world of delicate, filigree
backgrounds and intricately jointed figures reminiscent of Wayang shadow puppets
(Java, Bali). A very special Fundy Film presentation!
Germany, 81 min, G
Blue Jasmine (F) Oct 27: 4 & 7 p.m.
When her life falls to pieces, including her marriage to wealthy businessman Hal
(Alec Baldwin), elegant New York socialite Jasmine (Cate Blanchett) moves into
her sister Ginger’s (Sally Hawkins) modest San Francisco flat to try to pull herself
back together again. Written and directed by Woody Allen.
USA, 98 min, 14A

Blancanieves (Snow White) (wW) Oct 30: 7 p.m.
Once upon a time...a little girl who never knew her mother learned the art of
bullfighting from her famous father, but an evil stepmother hated her. One day she
ran away with a troupe of dwarves, and became a legend. “Pablo Berger's is the
purest, boldest re-imagining of silent cinema yet.”
Spain/France/Belgium, 104 min, silent film w/subtitles, PG
NOVEMBER
Mud (F) Nov 3: 4 & 7 p.m.
Teenagers Ellis and Neckbone find a boat on a small island in Arkansas’
Mississippi delta. Mud (Matthew McConnaughey), a dangerous yet
charismatic drifter, has taken refuge in the boat until he can skip town to
evade the law and serious bounty hunters, reunited with his old girlfriend
Juniper (Reese Witherspoon). A coming-of-age drama, Jeff Nichols’ Palme
d'Or nominee “is unerring in truth, delicious surprise, unadorned beauty and
unforced wisdom.”...“Superstitious. Suspenseful. Sublime.”
USA, 130 min, PG
Watermark (D) Nov 6: 7 p.m.
This film of astonishing beauty and perspective reunites award-winning
documentary filmmaker Jennifer Baichwal with acclaimed environmental
photographer Edward Burtynsky. While their earlier film, Manufactured
Landscapes, examined large-scale industrial terrain, this film follows
Burtynsky's global photographic exploration of our most vital and
compromised resource: water.
Canada, 91 min, G
Io sono Li (Shun Li and the Poet) Nov 10: 4 & 7 p.m.
Shun Li, a Chinese bartender, is working to bring her young son to Italy. Bepi
is the grizzled Slavic fisherman-cum-poet who recognizes a kindred spirit. As
the couple’s delicate bond develops, so do hostilities in those uncomfortable
with cultural integration. “Filmed in the extraordinary environs of the
Venetian lagoon…this is haunting and affecting with visual poetry to spare.”
Italy/France, 98 min, Italian/ Mandarin w/subtitles, NR
20 Feet From Stardom (D) Nov 20: 7 p.m.
Millions know their voices, but do we know their names? Director Morgan
Neville shines a spotlight on the untold story of the backup singers behind
some of the 20th century’s great music legends. A tribute to these “unsung”
voices, the film is also a reflection on conflicts, sacrifices and rewards of
careers spent harmonizing. Their work spanned styles, genres and eras of pop
music as seen in rare archival footage and with a peerless soundtrack.
USA, 91 min, PG
Tao Jie (A Simple Life) (F) Nov 24: 4 & 7 p.m.
Ah Tao (Deanie Ip), a hired helper to the Leung family for nearly 60 years,
suffers a stroke. She decides to quit her job and move into a local nursing
home. Ah Tao has cared for Roger (Andy Lau) since his boyhood, and he
takes it upon himself to help her adjust to a new life. This involves getting to
know her new family, a motley crew of unique and quirky residents. As she
deteriorates, roles reverse and Roger now takes charge of Ah Tao’s care.
Hong Kong, 118 min, Cantonese/English/Mandarin w/subtitles, NR

DECEMBER
The Art of the Steal (F) Dec1: 4 & 7 p.m.
Crunch Calhoun, a third-rate motorcycle daredevil and part-time art thief, teams up
with his snaky brother to steal one of the most valuable books in the world. But it is
not just about the book for Crunch—he is keen to rewrite some chapters of his own
past as well. A dynamite cast—Jay Baruchel, Matt Dillon, Kurt Russell, Terence
Stamp, Katheryn Winnick, Chris Diamantopoulos, Kenneth Welsh and Jason Jones
—enlivens this crackling crime film from writer-director Jonathan Sobol.
Canada, 90 min, 14A
Happy People: A Year in the Taiga (D) Dec 4: 7 p.m.
Werner Herzog (Cave of Forgotten Dreams) takes viewers on yet another
unforgettable journey into a remote and extreme natural landscape. The acclaimed
filmmaker presents this visually stunning documentary—compiled from four hourlong movies made by Russian filmmaker Dmitry Vasyukov—about indigenous
people living in the heart of the Siberian Taiga. Filled with breathtaking images of
the foreboding Siberian countryside, this accomplished documentary is a
fascinating look at an isolated society.
Germany, 90 min, English/Russian w/subtitles, G
Museum Hours (F) Dec 8: 4 & 7 p.m.
At the Kunsthistorisches Art Museum in Vienna, a museum guard and a visiting
out-of-towner find refuge in life, art, and each other, in Jem Cohen's painterly
rumination on how art influences and echoes contemporary society.
Austria/USA, 136 min, English/German w/subtitles, PG
In the Family (wW) Dec 11: 7 p.m.
In a Tennessee town, precocious six-year-old Chip has only known life with his
two dads, Cody and Joey. And a good life it is. When Cody dies suddenly in a car
accident, Joey and Chip struggle to find their footing again. Just as things are
beginning to settle, Cody's will reveals that he named his sister Eileen as Chip's
guardian. The will, written after the death of Cody's wife and before he met Joey,
had never been updated. . . “Beautifully modulated and stylistically unique…one of
the most accomplished and undersold directorial debuts…a quiet, firm, deeply
humanist story...that avoids any message or statement and simply shows us, with
infinite sympathy, how the life of a completely original character can help us lead
our own.”
USA, 169 min, PG
Wadjda (F) Dec 15: 4 & 7 p.m.
A movie of firsts: this is the first film ever shot entirely in Saudi Arabia and, even
more impressive, the first feature film made by a female Saudi filmmaker. In a
country where cinemas are banned and women cannot drive or vote, writer-director
Haifaa Al Mansour has broken many barriers with her new film, which tells the
story of a 10-year-old girl determined to fight for her right to own and ride a
bicycle in a society that sees a bicycle as dangerous to a girl’s virtue.
Saudi Arabia/Germany, 98 min, Arabic w/subtitles, NR

About Fundy Film
The Fundy Film Society was established in Wolfville, Nova Scotia (2001),as a
nonprofit society to offer high-quality independent, Canadian and foreign films to
residents of the Annapolis Valley. Our first screening was in Jan 2002.
Our programme currently consists of two distinct series, Feature (F) and
Documentary (D) and the occasional weird Wednesday (wW) and Special
Presentation (S).
We screen at Acadia Cinema’s Al Whittle Theatre behind the Acadia marquee,
450 Main St., Wolfville, NS.
The Fundy Film Society acknowledges our partnership with TIFF’s Film Circuit
and its sponsors. For more information about Film Circuit and to view a full list of
their sponsors, visit tiff.net/filmcircuit/.
F – Feature
Sundays: 4 + 7 p.m. (except Thanksgiving weekend)
D – Documentary
Wednesdays: 7 p.m.
S – Special Presentation 8 p.m. (6-Packs do not apply)
wW – weird Wednesday occasional Wednesdays: 7 p.m.
all films subject to change without notice
Films:
F Sep 8
Before Midnight
D Sep 11
Ain’t in It for My Health: A Film About Levon Helm
F Sep 15
Jagten (The Hunt)
F Sep 22
Much Ado About Nothing
D Sep 25
Nostalgia de la luz (Nostalgia for the Light)
F Sep 29
Renoir
F Oct 6
Still Mine
D Oct 9
Dalpaengee eui byeo (Planet of Snail)
F Oct 13/14 Frances Ha
F Oct 20
Hannah Arendt
S Oct 23
The Adventures of Prince Achmed ($20/$12 students)
F Oct 27
Blue Jasmine
wW Oct 30 Blancanieves (Snow White)
F Nov 3
Mud
D Nov 6
Watermark
F Nov 10
Io sono Li (Shun Li and the Poet)
DEVOUR! Food Film Fest (Fundy Film takes a break!)
D Nov 20
20 Feet From Stardom
F Nov 24
Tao Jie (A Simple Life)
F Dec 1
The Art of the Steal
D Dec 4
Happy People: A Year in the Taiga
F Dec 8
Museum Hours
wW Dec 11 In the Family
F Dec 15
Wadjda

www.fundyfilm.ca

the world’s best films, in Wolfville

Acadia Cinema’s Al Whittle Theatre
behind the Acadia marquee, 450 Main St., Wolfville, NS

General Admission: $8
available 30 minutes before screening
6-Packs: $36
(six pre-paid tickets cannot be used for Special Presentations)

@fundyfilm

6-Packs and Prince Achmed pre-sale:

@fundyfilm
What does wW mean?
weird Wednesday is something NEW from Fundy Film this Autumn:
Seemingly random (weird) screenings, on a Wednesday alternate to our regular biweekly Docs, featuring films more suited to a single screening.
Maybe just very long films. Or sometimes seriously weird films!
Check out the two wW films this Autumn: wW Blancanieves (SnowWhite)
for Halloween (Oct 30), and wW In the Family (Dec 11). And 6-Packs apply.

Autumn Series
2013

Sat, Sep 7, 10 – 2, theatre lobby and
Sun, Sep 8, theatre lobby at FFS screening
Wed, Sep 11, theatre lobby at FFS screening
Sun, Sep 15, theatre lobby at FFS screening
or

542-5157

www.fundyfilm.ca

or

542-5157

